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your friends.” (That song about friendship, by the way, is
a very special one in the company’s history. Thousands of
other employees have sung it often and felt those feelings
deeply every time.)
Memorable too, as Cris says, were the years when
“literally every person at the yearly events could join hands
in a big circle, because there weren’t that many of us.”
The Awards Weekend of 2000 symbolized the sheer
growth of the company. BAYADA had reached a size and
level of success that warranted a major event at Disney
World—the ideal place for fun, and a fitting backdrop for
a bounty of blessings well worth celebrating. The company
had grown from an idea into a thriving organization that
had made a difference to hundreds of thousands of clients
and their families. In the previous decade alone, it had more
than doubled its offices to a total of 45 U.S. locations.
Strictly as an event, the weekend at Disney World raised
the bar for the future. Awards Weekends have evolved into
eagerly anticipated extravaganzas that emphasize camaraderie and recognition. Many office employees cite them as
among their most memorable BAYADA memories.
TO P ROW: Mark, after dyeing his

of my whole time at BAYADA comes from that first event,”

hair green to celebrate a billings
record, with Hilary Osborne in 2004.

she says. “At the end everyone stood in a circle and start-

event could physically stand in a single circle and join

A remote-controlled blimp flew over
attendees in 2013.

ed singing ‘That’s What Friends Are For.’ At first I thought,

hands. Yet BAYADA’s philosophy—traditionally understood

‘What? I’m not sure if I’m going to like working here. I’m

and shared mostly by word-of-mouth—had not changed.

not sure.’ I knew people were very connected to each other.

To keep it alive, however, it had to be articulated and

Then I realized they felt this deep connection and I thought,

better communicated to thousands of new field and office

oh my gosh. That was the moment when I said, ‘Okay, this

employees. That process became a priority. It would not be

is where I want to be.’ These are people you want to work

straightforward or easy, but Mark knew instinctively that it

with forever, but not just that—they’re people who become

could not be hurried.

BOT TO M ROW: Spirited employees

cheering at the 2012 Awards
Weekend with inflatable clappers.
BAYADA celebrates Years of Service.
Here, Carol Elliott is awarded for
25 years.

The time had passed when every person at a yearly

